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Agenda

• The New Formula

• Weather Update: The West Remains Hot & Dry!

• All Things Economic: Inflation – To Be or Not to Be

• Market Topics:

– Producers continue to live within their means

– California’s Summer of Discontent

– PJM market outlook: a three-dimensional chess game

• Your Qs & our As

• All the usual Charts & graphs in the Appendix

• Constellation Tomato Club Update



Weather 



Drought Impacts This Summer

• Hottest June on record nationally

• Historic heat wave across the PNW and Western Canada late June and early July

• Dozens of all-time record high temperatures set including the hottest temperature ever recorded in 

Canada

• The extreme drought has enhanced heat ridges across the West and will likely continue

• The drought is expected to worsen across much of the West with only minor relief across the Desert 

Southwest benefitting from an expected active monsoon season.

Source: NOAA Drought Monitor / The U.S. Drought Monitor is jointly produced by the National Drought Mitigation Center at the University of Nebraska-Lincoln, 

the United States Department of Agriculture, and the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration. Map courtesy of NDMC.
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Summer Weather Update

Actual Temperatures for June–July 20th plus forecast for July 21-31st

Forecast June through July – 651 PWCDDs / 7th Hottest on Record
Source: Maxar
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Long Range Models: Western Heat, Variable East 

American Model (CFS) Weeklies European Model (ECMWF) Weeklies

Source: Storm Vista
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All Things Economic



M2 Money Supply

Source: St. Louis Federal Reserve Bank

Customer Takeaway: Money supply surged at the start of the pandemic, but the previous slope 

returns. Regardless of the slope, there is a lot of money around.
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Treasury Bonds: What the Chart Tells Us

Ten-year treasury 

yield is breaking 

lower after surging in 

late 2020 and early 

2021

• The 10-year yield drops as money flows to safe havens on fears of a slowdown (virus and economic)

• After going from 0.75% to 1.75% from August to March, the 10-year yield has broken lower.

• This may stimulate already strong demand for homes and autos as interest rates follow yields lower 

and fear of a slowdown.
Sources:  CQG, Constellation
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Key Fundamentals



Producers are Sticking to Budgets

“Decade of Overproduction and Financial Bust Leads to Producer “Discipline” as 

Prices Recover and Move Up.”

Sources: WSJ, Bloomberg, Forbes
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Sources: Bloomberg, World Oil, IHS Markit

• E&Ps Resist Overproduction: Cut 

Capex and Plow Cash Flow To Debt 

Reduction, Earnings, Shareholders

• Reinvestment in Shale was 110-

130% of cashflow, now running at 

60 – 65% or less (Raoul Leblanc IHS 

Markit, March 29, 2021)

Stricter Budgets & Effects on Production
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Supply Response To Higher Prices Likely Muted vs. Past

Sources: EIA, Refinitiv
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CAISO’s Summer of Discontent

Source: CAISO

Customer Takeaway: The Bootleg fire forced the deration of major interties to California from the PNW over 

the weekend of July 9–12 and forced the CAISO to call a Stage 2 Emergency. Had coastal California been 

about 10o F warmer (closer to 100o F), the CAISO’s reserve margins would have fallen to critical levels.

CAISO Summer Forecasts

• CAISO is heavily dependent upon imports to balance the 

system, especially in the late afternoon.

• The DC Tie (red line) can bring up to 3,100 MW from 

PNW hydro plants into SP15. The AC lines (blue) have 

roughly 4,500 MW of capacity.

• Over the weekend of July 9–12, the AC line was derated 

to 430 MW and the DC line was derated to 1,500 MW to 

balance frequency and reliability.

• This reduced the CAISO’s imports by 5,500 MW  
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CAISO Resource (In)Adequacy

Source: CAISO
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- CAISO needs 2,000 MW of 

resource adequacy (RA) for the 

summer months to raise its 

Planning Reserve Margin for hour 

ending 20 from 8.5% to 15%.

- Tariff allows the CAISO to pay 

$6.31 per kW-month. Offers 

above that level require must be 

cost justified to FERC.

- Current market price for RA is 

almost double the CAISO’s $6.31 

kW-month value. 

- Sellers are also incentivized to 

dedicate their capacity to markets 

outside of the CAISO. 

$6.31 per kW-month x 1000 = 

$6,310 per MW-month

$6,310/416 hours = $15.17 

MWh

- Trading hubs outside of California 

are trading > $15 per MWh above 

CAISO hubs making the energy 

worth more than the energy plus 

RA value in CAISO.

- Bottom Line – The market is really 

tight for the summer. 



CAISO Forward Price Drivers

Sources: Constellation, Drought Monitor, US Bureau of Reclamation
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Drought Stricken



Lower 48 Power & Gas Generation Demand (PJM)

• Lower 48 load in July turned lower despite the ongoing heat in the West. Moderate temps in the 

eastern half of the Lower 48 have demand trailing the last two years.

• The “peak” of summer AC cooling load is here; July 15 – Aug 15

• Gas-fired generation demand has been flat at 39 Bcf/day in July, ~5 Bcf/d lower than last year. This 

has provided a window for gas injections to increase despite strong export demand and flat 

production. PJM gas fired generation demand is an example of this trend in July.  

Sources: S&P Platts, EIA
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Higher Gas Prices Lift Power Prices

• PJM demand has been within the 5-year range thus far this summer and is encouraging the market to 

look ahead to winter risk. Cal’22 remains elevated relative to Cal’23 and successive years.

• A backwardated market reflects heightened concern in a cold winter 2021–2022 scenario.

• TETCO M3 pricing is a proxy for PJM West Hub and for both the peak hours winter & calendar strips;  

there has been at 93% and 96% correlation in pricing year to date.

Sources: S&P Platts, Constellation
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PJM Capacity Auction Results & Pending Changes

Energy Market Highlights:

o New Reserves Pricing methods started on May 1:

▪ PJM instituted an “operating reserve demand curve” to price reserves as supply become scarce 

in real-time – energy prices along with ancillary charges will be impacted.

o Fast Start Pricing approved to start on 9/1 - Permits block-loaded peakers to set price when 

committed to run.  We expect a slight uptick in energy prices as a result.

o Transmission Costs - Utilities are system investing in hardening the transmission system to improve 

system resilience to extreme weather as well as physical and cybersecurity concerns.  

Sources: PJM, Constellation
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Constellation Tomato Club: Report Out
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Source: Market Intel Webinar Green Thumbs

Keith, MD
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Please Submit Your Questions

Use panel box at right



Until Next Time …

Thank you for your participation.

Next Webinar: Sept 15th @ 2 PM ET
We will be taking a well-deserved month 

away from the Fundamentals Desk to 

recharge the batteries and focus on our 

gardens. Mark your calendars now for our 

return to our (home) studios on Sept 15th 

for the latest in energy market news.

Stay informed! 
Adjust your subscriptions to receive all of 

the latest market news by visiting 

www.Constellation.com/Subscribe

Register for Upcoming Events

The next Fortunato & Friends webcast, scheduled for August 3rd at 2 PM ET, will be a 

conversation with Peter Kelly-Detwiler of Smart Energy Decisions and NorthBridge Energy 

Partners. Register at www.constellation.com/fortunatoandfriends.

Questions or Comments: Contact the Commodities Management Group (CMG) team at: 

CMG@Constellation.com. Submit your Tomato Club photos to cmg@constellation.com to be 

featured.

http://www.constellation.com/Subscribe
http://www.constellation.com/fortunatoandfriends
mailto:CMG@Constellation.com
mailto:cmg@constellation.com


Disclaimer 

The information contained herein has been obtained from sources which Constellation NewEnergy, Inc. and Constellation 

NewEnergy-Gas Division, LLC (collectively, “Constellation”) believe to be reliable. Constellation does not represent or 

warrant as to its accuracy or completeness. All representations and estimates included herein constitute Constellation’s 

judgment as of the date of this document and may be subject to change without notice. This material has been prepared 

solely for informational purposes relating to our business as a physical energy provider. We are not providing advice 

regarding the value or advisability of trading, or soliciting or accepting orders for, swaps, options or futures, or any other 

activity which would cause us or any of our affiliates to be considered a commodity trading advisor or introducing broker 

under the Commodity Exchange Act. These materials are not intended as a recommendation of, or advice in connection 

with, a municipal financial product or an issuance of municipal securities. Constellation is not a municipal advisor (within 

the meaning of the Securities and Exchange Commission’s rules as to the Registration of Municipal Advisors), is not 

making any financial recommendations to you and is not providing any financial advice. Constellation is not your agent, 

advisor or fiduciary. Constellation has not assumed, and does not owe, a fiduciary duty to you (within the meaning of the 

Securities and Exchange Commission’s rules as to the Registration of Municipal Advisors, or otherwise) with respect to 

the information and material contained herein. You should discuss information of a financial nature with internal or 

external advisors and experts that you deem appropriate before taking any action related thereto. Constellation does not 

make and expressly disclaims, any express or implied guaranty, representation or warranty regarding any opinions or 

statements set forth herein. Constellation shall not be responsible for any reliance upon any information, opinions, or 

statements contained herein or for any omission or error of fact. All prices referenced herein are indicative and 

informational and do not connote the prices at which Constellation may be willing to transact, and the possible 

performance results of any product discussed herein are not necessarily indicative of future results. This material shall 

not be reproduced (in whole or in part) to any other person without the prior written approval of Constellation.



Appendix: Key Charts & Graphs



What Changed Since Last Month? 

Sources: Nymex, EIA, S&P Platts, Baker Hughes

May 19th Webinar Today

Weather

First half of May quite cool – second half 

more seasonal. Texas cooled down with 

some significant rain. The West looks dry 

as a bone and summer is going to be a 

scorcher.

The West and DSW are blazing hot with 

all-time record highs. The heat in the 

West is drying out ERCOT, going above 

normal. Temperatures in the East are 

cooling near term. A top 10 hot summer 

is the forecast.

Storage
2,029 Bcf inventory – minus 3% below 

5YA – importantly, forecasts for end of 

season adjusted down to 3.6 Tcf.

2,411 Bcf inventory – minus 2% below 

5YA – forecasts holding at 3.6 Tcf for 

end of season inventory.

Production 91.3 Bcf per day 90.1 Bcf per day

Rig Count 103 gas-directed rigs 97 gas-directed rigs

Crude Oil $65.95/bbl $71.77/bbl

Exports
LNG: 11.0 Bcf/day – month to date

Mexico: 6.2 Bcf/Day – month to date

LNG: 9.7 Bcf/day – month to date

Mexico: 6.7 Bcf/day  -- month to date

Pricing Action

HH cash -- $2.96/MMBtu

Prompt gas -- $3.09

22’ strip -- $2.82

23’ strip -- $2.61

24’ strip -- $2.60

HH cash -- $3.35/MMBtu

Prompt gas -- $3.33

22’ strip -- $3.01

23’ strip -- $2.73

24’ strip -- $2.66
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Production Steady With Elevated Spot Prices Conducive for Extraction

Customer Takeaway: As natural gas demand continues its torrid pace from strong cooling demand/power burn this 

summer, elevated spot prices (along with supported oil prices) have been a partial offset as the E&P industry capitalizes 

on more volume at higher prices.  The markets will digest OPEC’s direction in the coming months.

• Production estimates for the month of June ranged between 92.5 and 93.5 Bcf/d with the most recent week 

coming in at 92.7 Bcf/d. Strong Texas output leads the way. 

• After dropping off slightly from its 14-month high of 103 in early May, natural gas rig counts are back on the rise 

posting 98 rigs on July 2 as spot prices have risen 28% since the week of May 21. 

• Oil rig counts have seen a more sustained increase in rigs with the most recent recording coming in at 372, 

unchanged from previous week.  OPEC’s meeting this weekend could see some member countries start to 

increase production.  US producers will watch global demand as they decide when to bring additional rigs on. 

Source: EIA
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Injections Continue to Lag Year-Ago Levels

• As of July 9th, storage stands at 2,629 Bcf or 543 Bcf (17.1%) below last year and 189 Bcf (6.7%) below the five-

year average. 

• We have seen 845 Bcf of injections through July 9, vs 1154 Bcf the same period a year ago.  

• The year-over-year deficit has oscillated from ~14% -17% since week ending April 23rd and the 5-year 

average has widened from ~2.5% since early June to 7% currently.  

• EIA’s July Short Term Outlook (STEO) has end-of-October storage at 3,628 Bcf, while end of March 2022 storage 

is at 1,291 Bcf, well below March 2021 level of 1,801 Bcf.  

Customer Takeaway: For the injection season to date, we have injected ~310 Bcf less than in 2020. Flat production, 

strong exports and above-average power burns are all contributing to storage injections coming in below year-ago levels.  

Source: EIA
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U.S. LNG Exports Remain Strong on Bullish Fundamentals

Customer Takeaway: Markets are likely brushing aside any minor dips in LNG exports as global prices move higher with 

oil trading in mid $70/bbl range, rebounding global demand and supportive storage fundamentals.

• Various seasonal and minor maintenance outages across US LNG terminals have brought slight decreases in 

total LNG exports as month-to-date levels clock in at 9.9 vs. 9.97 Bcf/day in May. 

• Global LNG prices remain strong on supportive fundamentals such as European gas storage that is sitting at 

the lower end of the five-year range.

Source: EIA
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Exports to Mexico at All Time High as Texas Gas Goes South

Customer Takeaway: U.S. exports are helping to offset declining domestic Mexican oil and associated gas production to 

help meet growing gas fired generation demand, up 19% year-over-year.  This demand is lifting Waha basis pricing, which 

is impacting gas and power prices from CAISO through ERCOT and Midcontinent.  

• U.S. pipeline exports to Mexico reached a new high of 7.4 Bcf/day on June 24th and averaged 6.9 Bcf/day for June.  

• Exports are up 25% vs. year-ago levels and 44% vs. the five-year average as the Sur de Texas-Tuxpan and Trans-

Pecos pipelines (Wahalajara system) came online to bring more U.S. supply south. The Sur de Texas pipeline has 

displaced U.S. LNG imports into Tuxpan.    

Source: EIA
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PJM’s Base Residual Auction (BRA) MOPR Reform
o PJM Interconnection's Board of Managers has approved a proposal to address 

what PJM termed, "long-standing concerns with the Minimum Offer Price Rule 

(MOPR) in the PJM capacity market.“

➢ The PJM proposal modifies and limits application of the MOPR so that it 

applies only to state policies that are directed at interfering with PJM auction 

outcomes (b) or to wholesale market buyers that are trying to use market 

power to manipulate the auction prices (a).

a) Exercise of Buyer-Side Market Power (BSMP)

o BSMP is defined as, "Ability of market participant(s) with a load interest to suppress market 

clearing prices for the overall benefit of their portfolio.“

b) Conditioned State Support

o Defined as out-of-market payments or other financial benefit from a state for a FERC-

jurisdictional product which is contingent upon certain price directives or upon the resource 

clearing the capacity market.

PJM will file its reforms in July and FERC is expected to act on the order before the 

December capacity auction (which will drive the capacity rate for PY 23/24).  
Source: Energy Choice Matters
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Key Action Items by the PUCT & ERCOT

• ERCOT Actions for Summer Grid Reliability

• On 6/30, ERCOT stated it “plans to run the grid more conservatively and plan to achieve this through the 

procurement of Ancillary Services (AS).” ERCOT will increase its procurement of RRS and NSRS starting 

July 12th and will bring units online sooner in uncertain weather conditions.  

• Customer Impact: Ancillary Service Prices could rise as ERCOT calls on a greater amount of AS but 

operational questions remain.  

• Gov Abbott’s letter to the PUCT on July 6th urging them to act on the following proposals:

1. Streamline incentives within ERCOT to foster the development and maintenance of adequate and 

reliable sources of thermal power.

2. Allocate reliability costs of intermittent generation to those generators

3. Instruct ERCOT to establish a maintenance schedule for all thermal generators

4. New transmission development to increase connectivity between existing or new dispatchable 

generators and load areas of need.  
• https://gov.texas.gov/news/post/governor-abbott-directs-public-utility-commission-to-take-immediate-action-to-improve-electric-reliability

• ERCOT Response: (July 13th) ERCOT responded to Gov. Abbott’s letter with a proposed a 60-item 

Roadmap is available on ERCOT.com.” Highlights include: 

• Market Design

• Ties to other Grids

• Intermittent Resources (Inverter capabilities)

• Onsite Fuel requirements

• Generators: quicker reporting of Forced Outages and CEO sign off on weatherization measures

Source: Constellation
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PJM’s Base Residual Auction (BRA) MOPR Reform
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o PJM Interconnection's Board of Managers has approved a proposal to address 

what PJM termed, "long-standing concerns with the Minimum Offer Price Rule 

(MOPR) in the PJM capacity market.“

➢ The PJM proposal modifies and limits application of the MOPR so that it 

applies only to state policies that are directed at interfering with PJM auction 

outcomes (b) or to wholesale market buyers that are trying to use market 

power to manipulate the auction prices (a).

a) Exercise of Buyer-Side Market Power (BSMP)

o BSMP is defined as, "Ability of market participant(s) with a load interest to suppress market 

clearing prices for the overall benefit of their portfolio.“

b) Conditioned State Support

o Defined as out-of-market payments or other financial benefit from a state for a FERC-

jurisdictional product which is contingent upon certain price directives or upon the resource 

clearing the capacity market.

Source: Energy Choice Matters
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PJM will file its reforms in July and FERC is expected to act on the order before the 

December capacity auction (which will drive the capacity rate for PY 23/24).  



NYMEX Long Term Downward Trend Ending?

Customer Takeaway: Prompt-month gas prices broke $3/MMBtu resistance, the highest prices 

since February, on strong exports, flat production and arrival of summer temperatures across the 

U.S.

Bitter cold 

temps snap 

and quickly 

disappear 

followed by 

production 

rebound
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Source: Refinitiv

Monthly Prompt Month NYMEX NGc1 1/31/2006 - 5/31/2022 (NYC)
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Forward Power Price Trends (6-Month History)
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Weekly Forward Power Price Update
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w/w ∆ m/m ∆ w/w ∆ m/m ∆
NYISO NY Zone G 1.5% 8.8% 0.3% 3.6%

ISO-NE MassHub 1.5% 9.5% -1.2% 4.3%

PJM Mid-Atlantic West Hub 2.2% 6.2% 1.7% 1.3%

PJM Ohio ADHub 2.3% 5.9% 2.1% 2.0%

PJM Illinois NIHub 2.5% 6.6% 2.5% 2.8%

MISO Illinois IndyHub 2.2% 5.5% 1.6% 0.9%

MISO Michigan MichHub 2.2% 5.5% 1.6% 0.9%

ERCOT North 5.9% 12.7% 1.2% 4.4%

ERCOT South 6.1% 8.2% 1.2% -1.1%

CAISO SP15 1.4% 3.6% 0.7% 0.7%

CAISO NP15 1.1% 5.2% 0.8% 2.5%

HubMarket
Cal-23, RTCCal-22, RTC


